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***2016 Newly revised and updated!**Do You Have $20? Make a Living On eBay - NOW! has been

an  bestseller since it's release in January 2015 because of its simplicity and straight-talking

advice.This is a ridiculously simple guide that will tell you exactly how I became a Powerseller on

eBay and made enough money to be a stay at home mother. I do not beat around the bush with

hundreds of pages of rubbish and filler. I tell you EXACTLY what you can do today with only $20 to

make money within a matter or weeks! This is not a 'get rich quick' guide, but a simple, yet

comprehensive guide giving you step by step instructions so you can copy me and make a good

living from eBay now.This is a very short guide telling you exactly what you need to do - if you want

a long book that sends you to sleep, perhaps buy something else. This is for people who want

REAL solutions - fast!Check out my reviews to see if this is the right book for you.
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This is actually a really good book. I followed the author's instructions and was able to find some

really good deals on eBay that I didn't even know existed. I have since ordered over 30 pieces for

my inventory and have received them. Next I will follow the rest of the author's instructions to earn a



realistic income on eBay. It only works if you work it.

I enjoyed this book. I finished it pretty quickly one evening whilst sitting at a coffee shop! It's brief,

but don't let that put you off... if you're considering starting a home-based business and you're

something of a "newbie" to all things online you can do worse than starting with Grace Connor's

book.If you're still interested in the idea of making an ebay business after reading this book there

are of course meatier resources, but this is a nice dipping of the toe in the water!

I received much information from this book. The author was to the point no fluff, that's what I like.

This book has me interested again in selling on e-Bay, and to finally make a living, so I can retire

sooner than I was able. Thank you Grace you are a blessing to me.

What I really liked about this book is that it brought me to a new place in my thinking of what might

be. I feel I now have at my fingertips a step by step plan for sucess. Only one question remains, and

that is, "Will I avail myself to it..."

I never learn about how the process works however through your book it has cleared up all my

wondering. Now I can quit holding back and give it a try and see where it takes me. Thank you very

much! The way you presented everything made me realize it's not as hard as it seems just a lot of

work and anything worth doing or gaining from will be a lot of work and in the end very rewarding!

I like this. I am trying it. I do wish there was an email so I could contact Grace. I have questions like

how long do you list your items. Do you always do a reserve price? I don't even see how to require

a reserve on a fixed price offering. I chose fixed price rather than auction. They at Ebay suggested

30 days. That seems like a long time to wait to see how it turns out.

The author gives point by point descriptions on how to start out slowly selling on eBay and how

much she initially invests and how she chose the items she used to sell. This is a great starter book

for novices who want to learn how to start selling and earning money quickly.

Absolutely wonderful and useful information. I'm very very pleased. This is just what I needed to

take me to the next level!
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